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Polymer ligand–induced autonomous sorting and
reversible phase separation in binary particle blends
Michael Schmitt,1* Jianan Zhang,1,2*† Jaejun Lee,1 Bongjoon Lee,1 Xin Ning,1‡ Ren Zhang,3

Alamgir Karim,3 Robert F. Davis,1 Krzysztof Matyjaszewski,2§ Michael R. Bockstaller1§

The tethering of ligands to nanoparticles has emerged as an important strategy to control interactions and
organization in particle assembly structures. We demonstrate that ligand interactions in mixtures of polymer-tethered
nanoparticles (which are modified with distinct types of polymer chains) can impart upper or lower critical solution
temperature (UCST/LCST)–type phase behavior on binary particle mixtures in analogy to the phase behavior of the
corresponding linear polymer blends. Therefore, cooling (or heating) of polymer-tethered particle blends with appro-
priate architecture to temperatures below (or above) the UCST (or LCST) results in the organization of the individual
particle constituents into monotype microdomain structures. The shape (bicontinuous or island-type) and lengthscale
of particle microdomains can be tuned by variation of the composition and thermal process conditions. Thermal
cycling of LCST particle brush blends through the critical temperature enables the reversible growth and dissolution
of monoparticle domain structures. The ability to autonomously and reversibly organize multicomponent particle
mixtures into monotype microdomain structures could enable transformative advances in the high-throughput fab-
rication of solid films with tailored and mutable structures and properties that play an important role in a range of
nanoparticle-based material technologies.
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INTRODUCTION
The unique physical properties of nanocrystalline materials with
controlled size and shape have rendered inorganic nanocrystals
and their assembly structures an important platform to facilitate
technological breakthroughs in areas ranging from sustainable
energy technologies to magnetic storage or medical diagnostics
(1–3). A widely used approach to integrate particle-based materials
into device structures relies on the fabrication of films from particle
dispersions (3). The process of structure formation in particle thin
or thick films (hereafter referred to as “particle solids”) has thus been
the subject of intense research (4–8). Driven by the advancement of
synthetic and particle size separation techniques as well as the
understanding of the physics underlying the organization of colloidal
systems, the controlled assembly of one- and two-component particle
systems into uniform long-ranged ordered structures that mimic
atomic crystal structures has been achieved (9). To augment the struc-
ture and properties of particle solids, the tethering of organic ligands
to the surface of particles has emerged as an effective strategy. This
approach takes advantage of the possibility to tailor the interactions
between particle constituents by the deliberate design of the structure
and composition of organic ligands. For example, Shevchenko and co-
workers (9) demonstrated that the variation of aliphatic ligands in
binary particle mixtures enables the controlled assembly of a range
of binary particle superlattice structures. The tethering of DNA-based
ligands that are capable of directional interactions was shown to be an
effective method to assemble particles into a range of open lattice
structures (10, 11).

Recent advances in surface-initiated controlled radical polymer-
ization have further extended the range of possible ligand compo-
sitions to encompass polymer chains (12). Properties of materials
assembled from polymer-tethered particles were shown to sensi-
tively depend on the grafting density and degree of polymerization
of tethered chains as well as the size and geometry of the particle
core (12). For the special case of densely polymer-tethered particle
systems (hereafter referred to as “particle brushes”), it was shown
that increasing the chain length of ligands gives rise to a transition
from hard sphere–type to soft interactions and a progressively
more polymer-like response of particle solids (13). The tailoring
of brush architectures has been shown to offer intriguing opportunities
to augment the properties of particle solids. For example, polymer li-
gands were shown to increase the elastic modulus and toughness of
colloidal crystal-type particle solids, to enable their processing by sol-
ventless molding techniques, and to facilitate hybrid materials with
enhanced dielectric and novel phononic properties (14–19).

Beyond the enhancement of mechanical properties, the macro-
molecular nature of polymers gives rise to unique physicochemical
characteristics that could enable transformative advances in the de-
velopment of high-throughput fabrication techniques of microstruc-
tured particle solid films. Here, we demonstrate that polymer-ligand
interactions can induce upper or lower critical solution phase behavior
in multicomponent particle solids depending on the polymer ligand
composition. Hence, cooling (or heating) of particle brush blends with
appropriate architecture below (or above) the upper (or lower) critical
solution temperature (UCST/LCST) of the blend results in the forma-
tion of monotype particle microdomains with characteristic lengthscales
that can be tuned by adjustment of the thermal annealing conditions.
Thermal cycling of LCST particle brush blends at temperatures above
and below the critical temperature enables the reversible growth or
shrinkage of monoparticle domain structures. This process could ulti-
mately facilitate the reversible formation and dissolution of microstruc-
tures in multicomponent particle solids. Figure 1 illustrates the process
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for controlled organization in binary particle brush mixtures by harnes-
sing polymer ligand–induced phase transitions.
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RESULTS
The binary blend systems in our study consist of silica particles (average
radius R0 = 7.7 ± 2 nm and R0 = 60.3 ± 4 nm) tethered with poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA), polystyrene (PS), or poly(styrene-r-acrylonitrile)
(PSAN) ligands. The tethered polymers are amorphous and exhibit high
glass transition temperatures (that is, Tg,PS ≈ 110°C, Tg,PMMA ≈ 105°C,
and Tg,PSAN ≈ 118°C), which enable the rapid vitrification of blend films
for subsequent structural analysis. PS/PMMA ligands were chosen be-
cause the corresponding linear polymers present a widely studied pro-
totype system for UCST polymer blends (20). The Flory-Huggins
interaction parameter for PS/PMMA is cS/MMA = 0.028 + 3.9/T, where
T is the absolute temperature (21). Because of the strong repulsive in-
teraction between repeat units and the low ceiling temperature of
PMMA (Tceil ≈ 220°C), miscibility in linear PS/PMMA blends (at T >
UCST) can only be observed for low–molecular weight systems (20). As
will be shown below, this precludes the possibility to accomplish revers-
ible phase separation and dissolution in SiO2-PS/SiO2-PMMA particle
brush blends. In contrast, PMMA/PSAN constitutes a miscible polymer
blend with LCST behavior that shows a reversible transition betweenmis-
cible and phase-separated states provided that the molar ratio n = n(AN)/
n(S) is within the miscibility window 0.09 < n < 0.38 (22). The interaction
parameter of the PSAN/PMMA system depends on both the constitu-
tion of PSAN as well as the composition of the blend. Here, the molar
composition of the random copolymer is S/AN = 3:1—the
corresponding interaction parameter is cMMA/SAN ≈ −0.15 (at T ≈
25°C). The LCST of linear PMMA/PSAN blends is approximately
160°C for a polymer molecular weight of Mw ≈ 90,000 (23, 24).

Particle brush systems were synthesized by surface-initiated atom
transfer radical polymerization (SI-ATRP) following previously pub-
lished procedures (25–27). To avoid cross-linking of polymer tethers
during prolonged thermal annealing, we debrominated samples after
synthesis (see Materials and Methods). Silica particles were chosen as
model systems, primarily because the strong covalent coupling of
polymer tethers facilitates stable ligand bonds up to T ≈ 250°C (as
evidenced by thermogravimetric analysis, not shown here). To enable
the analysis of structure evolution on practical time scales, we chose
the average particle size to be R0 = 7.7 ± 2 nm; however, for select
Schmitt et al. Sci. Adv. 2016;2 : e1601484 23 December 2016
systems, a particle size of R0 = 60.3 ± 4 nm was tested to evaluate
the role of particle size in ligand-induced phase separation. In total,
10 types of particle brush systems were synthesized to elucidate the
effect of composition and degree of polymerization of ligands on
the phase separation of particle brush blends. The grafting density
was approximately sS ≈ 0.5 nm−2 for all particle brush systems, which
is consistent with dense grafting. The molecular characteristics of all
particle brush systems along with the respective sample IDs are sum-
marized in Table 1.

Particle brush blend films with thickness of 110 to 140 nm (cor-
responding approximately to five to eight particle layers) were pre-
pared by spin casting from tetrahydrofuran (THF) solution onto 〈100〉
silicon substrates with a native oxide layer and subsequently vacuum-
annealed for up to 7 days. Films were smooth and contiguous; the
absence of cross-linking was confirmed by film dissolution tests and
infrared (FTIR) vibration spectroscopy. The surface morphology was in-
vestigated using atomic force microscopy (AFM) driven in tapping mode.
For each sample, several scans over distinct sample areas of 25 mm2 were
conducted to ensure consistency. Because established processes to etch
PMMA or PS domains (for example, by exposing samples to ultraviolet/
ozone and subsequent immersion in acetic acid for PMMA or by im-
mersion in cyclohexane for PS) were not successful, transmission elec-
tron microscopy (TEM) was performed on select samples to identify the
composition of phases. For electron imaging analysis, 〈100〉 silicon sub-
strates were precoated with a thin (≈50 nm) film of poly(acrylic acid)
(PAA) before film deposition. Films were transferred to TEM grids after
thermal annealing by immersion into water (we note that films of the
low molecular 8SiO2-MMA68/8SiO2-S62 blend system could not be
processed in this way because of the brittle nature of the films). The char-
acteristic domain sizes of phase-separated particle brush films were deter-
mined from AFM or TEM images using the line intersection method.
Fast Fourier transform analysis (a frequently used method to determine
Fig. 1. Illustration of ligand-induced phase separation in particle brush
blends. (A) UCST phase behavior. (B) LCST phase behavior. LCST blends allow
for reversible cycling of blend through homogeneous one-phase (1 P) and
phase-separated two-phase (2 P) states.
Table 1. Summary of molecular characteristics of particle brush
systems. Sample IDs reflect sample characteristics where the first number
indicates the approximate particle radius in nanometers. S, styrene; MMA,
methyl methacrylate; SAN, styrene-r-acrylonitrile with (S/AN) = 3:1 graft
composition. N is the degree of polymerization of surface grafted chains,
Mn, GPC is the number average molecular weight as determined by gel
permeation chromatography (GPC), Mw/Mn is the molecular weight dis-
persity, and qs is the surface grafting density. wt %, weight percent.
Sample ID
 N
 Mn, GPC
 Mw/Mn
 qs (nm
−2)
 SiO2 wt %
8SiO2-S62
 62
 6,500
 1.22
 0.76
 56
8SiO2-S205
 205
 21,400
 1.36
 0.49
 22
8SiO2-S360
 360
 37,900
 1.14
 0.64
 14
60SiO2-S1300
 1300
 135,200
 1.29
 0.59
 25
8SiO2-MMA68
 68
 6,800
 1.30
 0.41
 58
8SiO2-MMA194
 194
 19,400
 1.17
 0.65
 25
8SiO2-MMA257
 257
 25,700
 1.32
 0.49
 21
8SiO2-MMA350
 350
 35,000
 1.12
 0.56
 13
60SiO2-MMA1470
 1470
 147,000
 1.18
 0.93
 16
8SiO2-SAN262
 262
 22,300
 1.15
 0.64
 19
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correlation lengths) could not be applied in the present case because of
the interference of the particle cores with the required image thresholding.

We first discuss the results on the 8SiO2-PS/8SiO2-PMMA par-
ticle brush systems with UCST phase behavior. Figure 2 depicts rep-
resentative AFM phase images of symmetric molecular weight binary
blends of 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 at varying compositions:
MMA/S = 25:75 (Fig. 2, A and B), 50:50 (Fig. 2, C and D), and 75:25
(Fig. 2, E and F) after t = 48 hours of thermal annealing at T = 200°C
(Fig. 2, A, C, and E), 160°C (Fig. 2D), and 140°C (Fig. 2, B and F). The
micrographs reveal a transition from discrete island-type morphology,
indicative of phase separation by nucleation and growth (NG) for
Schmitt et al. Sci. Adv. 2016;2 : e1601484 23 December 2016
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asymmetric blend compositions to bicontinuous network–type struc-
tures, indicative of phase separation initiated by spinodal decomposition
(SD) for symmetric blend compositions. The observed structural transi-
tions show similarity to previous reports on phase-separated structures
of linear PS/PMMA polymer blend systems—this is illustrated in Fig. 2G,
which compiles the observed microstructures within a UCST phase
diagram that was calculated for a PS/PMMA (NPS = 205 and 194)
reference system using the Flory-Huggins theory (20). It should be
noted that the depiction of a bulk-type UCST phase diagram (Fig.
2G) serves to only illustrate the conceptual similarity between the ob-
served morphologies in the 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 systems and
the expected behavior for binary linear polymer blends. The influence
of geometric confinement, polymer tethering, and substrate interac-
tions on structure evolution during phase separation is not considered
in Fig. 2G (28, 29). Nevertheless, the microstructures depicted in Fig. 2
(A to F) reveal remarkable agreement with the expected structure evo-
lution in the unstable (SD) and metastable (NG) compositional range.

To identify phase compositions, we performed electron imaging
of select material systems. Figure 3 depicts AFM and TEM images
of 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 (50:50) at t = 0 and 24 hours of ther-
mal annealing at T = 140°C. In TEM images, PS appears as a dark do-
main due to ruthenium tetroxide (RuO4) stain. The figure reveals that
as-spun films are approximately homogeneous (Fig. 3, A and C),
whereas a bicontinuous network structure is observed after thermal
 on January 2, 2020
tp://advances.sciencem

ag.org/
Fig. 2. Phase separation in 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205. AFM phase images of film
morphologies at varying composition and annealing temperature after t = 48 hours of
thermal annealing. Dark phase corresponds to PMMA. (A) PMMA/PS = 25:75; T= 200°C.
(B) PMMA/PS= 25:75; T=140°C. (C) PMMA/PS= 50:50; T=200°C. (D) PMMA/PS= 50:50;
T = 160°C. (E) PMMA/PS = 75:25; T = 200°C. (F) PMMA/PS = 75:25; T = 140°C. (G) UCST
phase diagram for a referencePS/PMMAhomopolymer blendwithNPS = 205 andNPS =
194 calculatedusing Flory-Huggins theory (see text formoredetails). Solid line, binodal;
dotted line, spinodal. The region enclosed by the spinodalmarks the “unstable regime”
where separation by SD is expected. Region highlighted in gray is not accessible to
experiments due to thermal degradation of PMMA. Scale bars in (A) to (F), 1 micron.
Fig. 3. Structure characterization of films before and after thermal anneal-
ing. Images show structure evolution in a symmetric blend of 8SiO2-MMA194/
8SiO2-S205 (50:50). (A) Bright-field TEM image after thermal annealing at T =
140°C for t = 0. (B) Bright-field TEM image after thermal annealing at T = 140°C
for t = 24 hours. (C) AFM phase image after thermal annealing at T = 140°C for t = 0.
(D) AFM phase image after thermal annealing at T = 140°C for t = 24 hours. Insets in
(B) and (D) show magnified view of the phase-separated structure. PS domain
appears dark in (A) and (B) (RuO4 stain); PS domain appears bright in (C) and (D).
Electron micrographs further reveal uniform distribution of particle centers (small
dark dots) thus confirming uniform film structure before and after thermal annealing.
Scale bars, 500 nm (main figures) and 250 nm (insets).
3 of 10
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annealing for 24 hours (Fig. 3, B and D). It is noted that electron
images of as-spun films (such as Fig. 3A) reveal a shallow contrast
variation that bears similarity to phase-separated morphologies—an
indication that phase separation commences already during the film
fabrication process.

Analysis of the areal fraction of the respective phases in the
AFM and TEM images (for asymmetric blend compositions, not
shown here) reveals that PMMA appears as a darker domain in
scanning probe images. Note that the uniform distribution of particle
cores in electron images (Fig. 3, A and B) confirms the contiguity as
well as the approximately constant thickness of films because undula-
tions of film thickness across the imaged area would result in fluctua-
tions of the particle density in projection electron images.

The uniform film thickness is confirmed by concurrent AFM
height and phase image analysis shown in Fig. 4 for the case of
8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 (50:50) after 24 hours of thermal an-
nealing at T = 140°C. The figure illustrates long wavelength height
fluctuations with amplitude of about 15 nm (approximately equal
to one particle brush diameter that is estimated to be ≈21 nm based
on TEM analysis) across areas of the order of 1 mm2. This might be
interpreted as terrace formation of particle films, possibly due to
Schmitt et al. Sci. Adv. 2016;2 : e1601484 23 December 2016
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surface tension variations of the phases. No systematic growth of
long wavelength fluctuations was observed during continued an-
nealing. This may be due to pinning of phase separation that typ-
ically occurs in thin films from finite size effects. Within terraces,
height undulations of about 3 nm were observed on a lengthscale
that corresponds to the size of individual domains; maxima corre-
spond to PS and minima to PMMA domains (inferred by correlation
of height and phase images). We hypothesize that similar to PS/
PMMA linear polymer blends, PS particle brushes “stretch” toward
the air/film interface due to the lower surface energy of the PS (that
is, gPS = 40.7 mJ/m2 as compared to gPMMA = 41.1 mJ/m2, where gi
denotes the bulk surface tension of component i) (20, 30).

To further interrogate the mechanism of phase separation, we
analyzed the kinetics of domain growth. Figure 5 depicts the do-
main growth kinetics for the 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 (50:50)
blend system annealed at T = 140°C. Analysis of the data in terms
of a scaling relation d ~ tx reveals that the bicontinuous morphology
evolves with a scaling coefficient of x≈ 0.22 (see Fig. 5A). The fraction
of exposed surface coverage of 8SiO2-MMA194 (determined from
analysis of AFM phase images) is fa ≈ 0.45 and independent of the
thermal annealing time. The observed depletion of PMMA brushes
from the air/film interface is consistent with previous reports on the
morphology of PS/PMMA thin films on Si/SiO2 substrates and is
attributed to the preferential wetting of the silica by PMMA (20).
 on January 2, 2020
tp://advances.sciencem
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Fig. 4. Structure and topology of phase-separated films. (A) AFM height
image of 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 (50:50) after 24 hours of thermal annealing
at T = 140°C. (B) AFM phase image of same film. Z scale in (A) is in nanometers, z
scale in (B) is in degrees. Image size in (A) and (B) is 5 mm; black lines indicate
position used for line scans in (C) to (E). (C) Line scan of height image depicting
long wavelength corrugations with amplitude ≈15 nm that occur on the scale of
1 to 2 mm. Red box (C and D) depicts short wavelength corrugations with amplitude
≈3 nm that coincide with domain positions. (E and F) Enlarged scans. Maxima in
height images correspond to PS and minima to PMMA constituent; for phase images,
the PS domain corresponds to minima positions (indicated by green arrows).
Fig. 5. Analysis of domain growth kinetics. (A) Characteristic distance d of
8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 (50:50) blend system during thermal annealing at T =
140°C as a function of annealing time, t, revealing the scaling relation d ~ t0.22.
The areal fraction of PMMA is fa = 0.45 and independent of annealing time (error
bars are within the symbol size). Inset of main figure shows the dependence of d
on annealing temperature for a constant annealing time of t = 24 hours. (B) AFM
phase image of film at t = 12 hours. (C) AFM phase image of film at t = 166 hours.
Scale bars, 1 mm.
4 of 10
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The reduction of fa by approximately 5% suggests the formation of a
monolayer of 8SiO2-MMA194 at the silica substrate/particle brush
interface. The increase of domain size with annealing temperature
(shown in inset of Fig. 5A) is anticipated because the dynamical
processes underlying the phase evolution process accelerate with
increasing temperature.

To illustrate the role of the size and degree of polymerization N
of polymer ligands in the phase separation characteristics of binary
particle brush blends, the microstructure formations in symmetric
blends of 8SiO2-MMA68/8SiO2-S62, 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205,
and 8SiO2-MMA350/8SiO2-S360 after 1 week of thermal annealing
at T = 140°C are compared in Fig. 6 (insets in Fig. 6 show the struc-
tures of the corresponding films before thermal annealing). The fig-
ure reveals that phase separation in particle brush blends requires a
threshold degree of polymerization as can be inferred from the ab-
sence of any discernible phase separation in the 8SiO2-MMA68/
8SiO2-S62 system. The characteristic domain size of the 8SiO2-
MMA194/8SiO2-S205 system is larger than the domain size for
Schmitt et al. Sci. Adv. 2016;2 : e1601484 23 December 2016
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the longer-chain 8SiO2-MMA350/8SiO2-S360 system (218 nm versus
167 nm). This is surprising because the thermodynamic force driving
the phase separation process is expected to increase with the degree of
polymerization of tethered chains. Both observations point to a
pronounced influence of the degree of polymerization of tethered
chains on the balance between thermodynamic and dynamical char-
acteristics of particle brush blends (see Discussion).

Note that N also affects the structure of films in the preannealed
state. In particular, AFM phase images of the long-chain system
8SiO2-MMA350/8SiO2-S360 before annealing reveal a partially
phase-separated structure that resembles the morphology of the an-
nealed system (see inset in Fig. 6C). An analogous behavior (albeit
less pronounced) is observed in the case of 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-
S205 (see inset in Fig. 6B). Therefore, phase separation commences
already during the vitrification of the film—similar observations
have been reported for linear polymer blends with UCST behavior
for which it is generally difficult to generate fully homogenized ini-
tial states (20). To test whether ligand interactions can drive phase
separation also in cases of larger colloidal systems, the micro-
structure formation of a symmetric blend of 60SiO2-MMA1470/
60SiO2-S1300 was evaluated after 24 hours of thermal annealing
at T = 140°C. No phase separation was observed in the pristine
blend system (not shown here); however, the addition of 15% of di-
methylphthalate (DMP) resulted in the formation of bicontinuous
type structures similar to small particle brush analogs as revealed in
Fig. 7. This demonstrates both the role of particle brush size and
architecture in the kinetics of the separation process (see Discussion)
as well as the versatility of ligand-induced phase separation as a meth-
od to control the microstructure of multicomponent colloidal assemblies.

In contrast to UCST systems, LCST blends are miscible at low
temperatures and phase separate only when temperature is raised
above the LCST. LCST polymer blends have attracted much interest as
model systems in the study of polymer phase separation because of
the better control of the separation process and the possibility to re-
versibly cycle systems between mixed and phase-separated states by
subsequent heating and cooling through the LCST. For mixed particle
brush materials, the prospect of reversible phase separation is partic-
ularly interesting because it promises intriguing new opportunities to
dynamically control the structure (and hence properties) of particle
solids. To demonstrate LCST behavior and to test the feasibility
Fig. 6. Structure formation depends on degree of polymerization of teth-
ered chains. AFM phase images of symmetric blends 8SiO2-MMA68/8SiO2-S62
(A), 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 (B), and 8SiO2-MMA350/8SiO2-S360 (C) after
1 week of thermal annealing at T = 140°C. Insets show AFM phase images of
respective samples before thermal annealing. Scale bars, 1 mm. Short-chain brush
system (A) is found to remain uniform after thermal annealing, whereas phase
separation is observed in long-chain brush particle systems (B and C). Non-
uniformity of preannealed state is observed for long-chain ligands [inset of (C)]
indicating that phase separation commences during casting of films. The scheme
illustrates the transition of interaction between brush particles with increasing
degree of polymerization of tethered chains: hard sphere–type in case of short
polymer chains [concentrated particle brush (CPB) regime] and polymer-like for
long-chain systems [semidilute particle brush (SDPB) regime], see Discussion.
Fig. 7. Ligand-induced phase separation in large particle blend system.
Bright-field TEM images of monolayer films of 60SiO2-MMA1470/60SiO2-S1300
(50:50) blends in the presence of 15% DMP revealing SD-type phase separation.
(A) As-cast film. (B) After t = 24 hours of thermal annealing at T = 140°C. Dark
phase corresponds to PS (RuO4 stain). Insets show magnified image. Scale bars,
500 nm (main figure) and 200 nm (insets).
5 of 10
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of reversible mixing and phase separation of particle brush blends,
we analyzed the structure evolution in the binary system 8SiO2-
MMA257/8SiO2-SAN262. To accelerate phase separation, we added
a small amount (10 wt %) of DMP to the system. This system was
chosen because of its similar molecular characteristics to the 8SiO2-
MMA194/8SiO2-S205 UCST system and the suitable lineup of
thermal transitions (that is, LCST ≈ 160°C > Tg ≈ 75°C > 25°C) that
enables the vitrification of blend microstructures for structural charac-
terization (note that the Tg is lowered from approximately 115° to 75°C
by DMP addition). Here, it is assumed that the LCST of the 8SiO2-
PMMA/8SiO2-PSAN particle brush blends is ≈160°C, equal to the
LCST of corresponding linear PMMA/PSAN blends. To evaluate
structure evolution during heating/cooling through LCST, we sequen-
tially annealed particle brush blend films with thickness of ≈50 nm at
130°C (24 hours), 170°C (24 hours), and 130°/110°C (48 hours). The
phase-separated microstructures were probed using TEM after 24-hour
annealing steps. Figure 8 illustrates the thermal processing history and
the structure evolution of the 8SiO2-MMA257/8SiO2-SAN262 blend
system during sequential annealing cycles.

Films in the preannealed state exhibited a weakly phase-separated
structure similar to UCST blends (not shown here). This can be ra-
tionalized by considering Hildebrand solubility parameters (dTHF =
18.6 MPa1/2, dPMMA = 19.0 MPa1/2, dPSAN = 19.6 MPa1/2, and dDMP =
21.9 MPa1/2) (31). The weak affinity of the solvent (THF) toward
PMMA alters the thermodynamics of mixing and possibly results in
partial phase separation during casting of films (31). Annealing of
films for 24 hours at T = 130°C resulted in completely homogeneous
microstructures (see Fig. 8B). The dissolution of the partially phase-
separated structure is expected because LCST is >130°C. It confirms
the miscibility of the blend and also that the addition of DMP does
not significantly alter the expected LCST characteristics (32). Subse-
quent annealing at T = 170°C for 24 hours resulted in the formation
of a bicontinuous morphology (Fig. 8C) with a characteristic correla-
tion length of d = 325 nm (determined by line intersection method
from electron micrographs). The latter is consistent with a spinodal-
type phase separation for a blend with near critical composition at T >
LCST (22). Subsequent annealing of phase-separated films at T = 110°
and 130°C resulted in the progressive decrease of d along with the
reduction of the contrast between adjacent domains (see Fig. 8, D
and E), indicating the gradual “dissolution” of domains. The reduction
of domain size was more pronounced when annealed at 110°C (see
Fig. 8A)—this is interpreted as a consequence of the more negative
interaction or “c” parameter at lower T that raised the thermody-
namic driving force for mixing. In summary, the results displayed
in Fig. 8 confirm LCST behavior of the 8SiO2-MMA257/8SiO2-
SAN262 system and correlate well with the expected behavior of linear
PMMA/PSAN blends with LCST ≈160°C (29).
DISCUSSION
Our results demonstrate that the interaction between polymeric lig-
ands with distinct composition can drive UCST- or LCST-type phase
separation processes in mixed particle brush systems in a similar way
to the corresponding linear polymer blends. However, although the
general trends are similar, the data also bring out several pertinent
features that point to a more complex parameter space governing
phase separation in particle brush blends that will be discussed in
the following. The first feature is the existence of a threshold degree
of polymerization to enable phase separation that exceeds the
Schmitt et al. Sci. Adv. 2016;2 : e1601484 23 December 2016
corresponding value for linear polymer blends. The latter is demon-
strated by the 8SiO2-MMA68/8SiO2-S62 system that remains miscible
(see Fig. 6A) despite its degree of segregation c〈N〉 ≈ 2.43 that exceeds
the critical value “2” for phase separation in the corresponding linear
polymer blend (c〈N〉 is calculated assuming c = 0.037 at T = 140°C
and an average degree of polymerization 〈N〉 = 65 for polymeric
tethers). The second feature is a reduced scaling coefficient of domain
growth and a significantly smaller domain size, as compared to those
of linear polymer blends for analogous annealing conditions.

To gain insight into the role of the degree of polymerization N
of tethered chains in the phase separation process in particle brush
blends, we first consider the effect of chain conformation on the
interaction between polymer-tethered particles. It has been shown that
the geometric constraints on chains that are tethered to a curved
interface give rise to two-chain conformational regimes: in the vicinity
Fig. 8. Reversible structure evolution in 8SiO2-MMA257/8SiO2-SAN262 (50:50)
LCST system. Ten percent of DMP was added to accelerate kinetics. (A) Illustra-
tion of thermal processing steps: annealing at 403 K (130°C) for 24 hours; 443 K
(170°C) for 24 hours; and 383 K/403 K (110°C/130°C) for 48 hours along with cor-
responding domain size d (see text for more detail). The star symbol corresponds
to preannealed state, filled black circles represent annealing states of which micro-
structures are presented. The dotted blue line at T ~ 351 K (75°C) indicates the Tg of
the blend in the presence of DMP. TEM images depict film microstructures after sub-
sequent annealing steps (RuO4 stain of PSAN component). (B) Twenty-four hours of
annealing at 403 K (130°C). (C) Twenty-four hours of annealing at 443 K (170°C).
(D) Twenty-four hours of annealing at 383 K (110°C). (E) Forty-eight hours of anneal-
ing at 383 K (110°C). Scale bars, 200 nm. The micrographs reveal a transition from
uniformly mixed structure (B) to bicontinuous phase-separated structure (C) after anneal-
ing at T > LCST. Subsequent annealing at T < LCST results in progressive reduction of
domain size (D and E).
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of the particle core (that is, in the limit of small N), the concentrated
brush regime (CPB) is observed in which chains assume stretched
chain conformations (experimental studies on particle brush melts
suggest hCPB ~ NCPB

0.8, where hCPB denotes the brush height). In con-
trast, for sufficiently large N, the semidilute brush regime (SDPB) is
observed that is characterized by relaxed chain conformations (hSDPB
~ NSDPB

0.5) (16, 31, 33). An approximate model to predict the
transition between CPB and SDPB regimes was introduced by Tsuji
and co-workers (33) and Ohno and co-workers (34), who extended
the Daoud-Cotton model for star polymer systems to derive a “critical
distance” that marks the CPB/SDPB transition. Applied to the “small”
SiO2 particles (R0 = 7.7 nm) used in the present study, the model
suggests the CPB/SDPB transition to occur at a critical degree of
polymerization Ncrit. ≈ 250 (16). Thus, the analysis reveals that both
8SiO2-MMA68 and 8SiO2-S62 particle systems are in the “stretched”
chain regime, whereas other particle systems are in the SDPB—this
conclusion is also consistent with the analysis of the particle brush
height using electron micrographs of particle monolayers (not shown
here). The apparent miscibility of the 8SiO2-MMA68/8SiO2-S62 blend
system (see Fig. 6A) can then be rationalized as the consequence of
two major contributing factors that reduce the thermodynamic driv-
ing force of phase separation. First, the dense packing of chains in
CPB brush particles hinders brush interdigitation and hence reduces
the number of segmental contacts between chemically distinct chains.
This is supported by light scattering experiments on solutions of brush
particles that revealed CPB particle brushes to interact via hard
sphere–type potentials (13). It is also consistent with the results of pre-
vious studies on the structure and interactions of brush particles in
polymer melts. These studies have shown that “dense ligand layers”
are rather impenetrable to melt polymer chains of similar molecular
size (35, 36). The reduced number of contacts between chemically dis-
tinct chains decreases the specific energy gain upon phase separation
and hence the (chemical) potential gradient that drives the separation
process. However, whereas in the case of particle brush/polymer
blends the presence of a mobile phase (that is, the melt) provides a
kinetic path for phase separation even in weakly phase-separating
systems, we hypothesize that the absence of a mobile phase in con-
junction with the reduced driving force “freezes” CPB blends in the
mixed state (37). In this context, it is interesting to note that contact
angle measurements revealed a significant decrease of the surface
energy of particle brush films as compared to linear homopolymer
analogs (that is, g8SiO2-MMA194 ≈ 26 mJ/m2, g8SiO2-S205 ≈ 33 mJ/m2,
gPMMA ≈ 41 mJ/m2, and gPS ≈ 40 mJ/m2). Although the origin of this
decrease of surface tension in the case of particle brush films remains
unresolved (we hypothesize it to be related to a more pronounced con-
tribution of end groups in conjunction with fewer segmental contacts
due to the repulsion between brushes), the similarity of surface tension
between brush particles with distinct composition is an indicator for the
reduced driving force of phase separation in CPB blend systems.

A further contribution to the reduction of the driving force of
phase separation stems from the smaller number density of segment
contacts due to the presence of particle cores. For example, assuming
complete brush interdigitation, the cumulative pairwise interactions
between ligands in brush particles will be reduced approximately by
a factor of (1 − f) as compared to the analogous linear polymer blend
(with f denoting the inorganic volume fraction). Because f is large for
CPB particles (f > 0.3), this “dilution effect” is more pronounced for
CPB particle systems, whereas for SDPB systems, the inorganic con-
tent is comparatively small (see Table 1).
Schmitt et al. Sci. Adv. 2016;2 : e1601484 23 December 2016
A second interesting observation pertains to the kinetics of domain
growth in the 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 (50:50) blend system
(shown in Fig. 5) that scales with time as d ~ t0.22, which is significantly
less than the expected value of 1/3 for diffusion-controlled domain
coarsening (38). Scaling coefficients less than 1/3 were reported for thin
film polymer blends in the literature and have been rationalized as a
consequence of geometric constraints that limit domain coarsening
when the domain size becomes comparable to the thickness of films
(29). Here, we want to point to an additional distinguishing feature
between particle brush and linear polymer blends that could contribute
to a reduction of the scaling coefficient. In principle, phase separation
by SD is initiated by the spontaneous growth of composition fluctua-
tions as the system is being quenched into the unstable region of the
phase diagram. Three stages of domain growth are distinguished. Dur-
ing the first stage of phase separation, the amplitude of fluctuations
increases, yet their wavelength remains constant. This is followed by
a diffusion-controlled intermediate stage, during which both compo-
sition and domain size change (d ~ t1/3), and a final hydrodynamic-
driven stage where only domain size increases (d ~ t) (39). The
characteristic spinodal wavelength is typically of the order of the size
of the constituent polymer chains and can be influenced by the quench
depth and composition of the system (40). Given the limited (time)
resolution of our experiments, the first stage of phase separation could
not be observed in our study. However, literature reports on the phase
separation in star polymer systems have shown that the spinodal
wavelength of star and linear polymers is approximately equal (41).
Therefore, we hypothesize that the spinodal wavelength in brush par-
ticle blends is similar to star and linear polymer blend analogs. Note
that this implies the spinodal wavelength in particle brush materials to
be less than the size of individual brush particles—a constraint that
could alter domain growth. For example, de Gennes (42) analyzed
the kinetics of SD under the constraint that the spinodal wavelength
is less than the distance between entanglement points and concluded
normal diffusional growth to be preceded by an “anomalous growth
regime” during which growth occurs by local reorganization rather
than diffusion. The scaling coefficient for this “anomalous growth re-
gime” was predicted to be 1/5, close to the experimental value of 0.22.
To further elucidate the role of brush architecture on the structure
evolution in phase-separating particle brush blends would be an
interesting subject for future research.

Finally, we want to comment on the domain size in phase-
separated particle brush blends that is substantially smaller (by about
one order of magnitude) than values reported for linear polymer
blends (20). To illustrate this point, we note that a reference system
composed of a symmetric blend of PS/PMMA homopolymers with
degree of polymerization NPMMA = 204 and NPS = 216 (comparable
to PS/PMMA tethers in the 8SiO2-MMA194/8SiO2-S205 system
shown in Figs. 3 and 4) did show final-stage separation after annealing
for 24 hours at T = 140°C (see fig. S1). We rationalize the small do-
main size in particle brush blends as a consequence of the combina-
tion of the reduced thermodynamic driving force (see discussion
above) and the reduced diffusion kinetics. The latter can be appre-
ciated by comparison with the topologically related system of star
polymers, for which dynamical properties have been extensively stud-
ied. For example, Klein and co-workers (43) proposed that the self-
diffusion coefficient in star polymer melts depends on the degree of
polymerization of branch chains (Nb) and the number of chains ( f)
as D(Nb, f) ~ exp[−CNb( f-2)], where C is a constant. Given that the
number of graft chains for 15-nm particles is ≈350 (assuming a
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grafting density of s = 0.5 nm−2), the particle brush mobility is
expected to be significantly reduced as compared to linear polymer
systems. For practical purposes, this reduction in diffusional ki-
netics might be balanced by the addition of small molecular addi-
tives that raise molecular mobility as demonstrated for the case of
60SiO2-MMA1470/60SiO2-S1300 (see Fig. 7). Hence, the reduced
separation kinetics does not preclude the concept of “ligand-induced
phase separation” to be applied to larger particle systems. Finally, we
note that the exponential decrease of D with Nb also suggests the exis-
tence of an “optimum” N for maximizing domain growth that is
determined by the balance of thermodynamic driving force and diffu-
sivity. The increased domain size in case of the intermediate 8SiO2-
MMA194/8SiO2-S205 system confirms this proposition, although the
currently available data do not allow for a more quantitative analysis.
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CONCLUSION
Ligand interactions in blends of polymer-tethered nanoparticles
can impart UCST- and LCST-type phase behavior on particle mix-
tures similar to the phase behavior of the respective linear polymer
blends. Cooling (or heating) of particle brush blends with appro-
priate architecture below (or above) the UCST (or LCST) thus
results in the formation of monoparticle domain structures with
characteristic size and shape that can be tuned by variation of the
composition and thermal annealing conditions. The ability to auton-
omously organize multicomponent particle mixtures into monotype
microdomain structures of controlled size and shape by harnessing
phase separation processes could enable transformative advances in
the high-throughput fabrication of microstructured particle solid
films. The latter play an important role in a wide range of particle-
enabled material technologies, for example, photovoltaics or nano-
enabled solid-state lighting technologies. Furthermore, the reversible
formation and dissolution of microstructures in multicomponent par-
ticle solids by thermal cycling of LCST particle brush blends through
the critical temperature could enable important advances in the devel-
opment of smart and adaptive coating technologies. To facilitate these
advances, a better understanding of the governing parameters that
control the structure evolution in particle brush blends should be
accomplished. In particular, although the structure evolution is con-
sistent with phase separation by NG or SD, the kinetics of structure
evolution shows distinctive differences (such as a reduced scaling co-
efficient) as compared to linear blends. Given the complex parameter
space in polymer-tethered particles, this might also provide opportu-
nities to gain novel physical insights into the role of geometric con-
straints in phase separation in polymer systems.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Particle brush synthesis
The synthesis of polymer-tethered particles was performed using
SI-ATRP according to the previously published procedures (24–26). In
a typical synthetic procedure, silica nanoparticles were bound with the
initiator by using 5-hexen-1-ol, a-bromoisobutyryl bromide, and triethox-
ysilane to synthesize a tetherable ATRP initiator 6-(triethoxysilyl)
hexyl a-bromoisobutyrate. For the polymerization, a mixture of initiator-
modified silica nanoparticles (SiO2-Br) and anisole was stirred in
a Schlenk flask for 24 hours to form a homogeneous suspension. Sub-
sequently, styrene, N,N,N′,N″,N″-pentamethyldiethylenetriamine
(PMDETA), and CuBr2 were added to the flask with a rare earth
Schmitt et al. Sci. Adv. 2016;2 : e1601484 23 December 2016
magnetic stir bar. The use of a sufficiently strong stir bar was required
to prohibit vitrification that could occur, especially at high monomer
conversion. The solution underwent three freeze-pump-thaw cycles
before being immersed in liquid nitrogen and then purged with nitro-
gen. Then, CuBr was added to the flask. The flask was sealed with a
glass stopper and evacuated before being back-refilled with nitrogen
three times. The reaction mixture was then warmed to room tempera-
ture and placed in an oil bath heated to 70°C to initiate polymerization.
The final molar ratios of reaction components in a typical reaction were
approximately [Styrene]0/[SiO2-Br]0/[CuBr]0/[CuBr2]0/[PMDETA]0
of 2000:1:2.5:0.25:2.75 with a volume fraction of nonreactive solvents
of 5.4% dimethylformamide and 40% anisole in a 100-ml flask and
stirred at approximately 1000 rpm. The polymerization was stopped
by exposing the catalyst to oxygenated THF after cooling under con-
tinuous stirring. The final product was dialyzed against THF and
methanol until the copper(II) catalyst was removed as evidenced by
disappearance of its characteristic color.

Styrene (Aldrich, 99%) was purified by passing through a basic
alumina column before use. Copper(I) bromide was prepared by
reduction of an aqueous solution of CuBr2 with an aqueous solution
of ascorbic acid, and copper(I) chloride was prepared by reduction of
a CuCl2 aqueous solution using an aqueous solution of sodium sulfite.
Both copper halides were then sequentially filtered, washed with
methanol, dried, and stored under vacuum before use. Silica nanopar-
ticles (SiO2NP), 30% solution in isopropanol, were donated by Nissan
Chemical Corporation and used as received. 5-Hexen-1-ol (98%),
a-bromoisobutyryl bromide (98%), triethoxysilane (95%), ethyl
a-bromoisobutyrate (98%), 4,4′-dinonyl-2,2′-bipyridine (dNbpy,
99%), PMDETA (99%), and anisole (99%) were purchased from
Aldrich and used as received. All other chemicals and solvents were
supplied by Aldrich and Acros Organics.

Debromination procedure
The debromination was performed under an atmosphere of nitrogen.
In a typical procedure, the as-prepared SiO2-PMMAN, SiO2-
PMMAN, or SiO2-PSANN brush particles (0.03 mmol Br) and N,N′-
dimethylformamide (10 ml) were stirred in a Schlenk flask for 2 hours
to form a homogeneous solution. Subsequently, thiophene (0.3 mmol)
and triethylamine (0.3 mmol) were added slowly to the flask under
vigorous stirring. The flask was sealed with a glass stopper and evac-
uated before being back-refilled with nitrogen. The reaction mixture
was immersed in an oil bath at 45°C overnight. The product was pre-
cipitated by adding the reaction mixture to methanol, and the solid
was filtered and washed with methanol before drying in a vacuum
oven at 60°C.

Characterization
Inorganic content of particle brushes and decomposition characteristics
were made using weight fractions measured from thermogravimetric
analysis (TGA) on a Q50 TGA analyzer from TA Instruments under
nitrogen up to 850°C at a scan rate of 20°C/min. To study decom-
position, we held temperature at a selected value (that is, 250°C) for a
period of time and slowed the scan period (5°C /min) to accurately
assess weight loss before continued scanning at the normal rate.

Molecular weight and dispersity were measured by GPC using a
Waters 515 pump and Waters 2414 differential refractometer (l =
930 nm) and a Wyatt Technology DAWN EOS multiangle laser light
scattering detector using PSS columns (Styrogel 105, 103, and 102 Å)
for PS and Waters Microstyragel columns (guard, 102, 103, and 105 Å)
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in THF as an eluent (35°C, flow rate of 1 ml/min) with toluene and
diphenyl ether used as internal references. Linear PS or PMMA stan-
dard was used for calibration. Chains were cleaved from particles by
etching of particles in hydrofluoric acid (HF) in a polypropylene vial
for 20 hours, neutralized with ammonium hydroxide, and dried with
magnesium sulfate before running GPC. Hydrofluoric acid (50 vol-
ume % HF) was purchased from Acros Organics and used as received.
THF was purchased from Aldrich and used as received.

Atomic force microscopy
Blended films of PMMA@SiO2 and PS@SiO2 were prepared by spin
coating concentrated solutions (~35 mg/ml) of particle brushes in
toluene onto silicon substrates with their native oxide layer intact
that were cleaned with acetone, isopropanol, and deionized water
immediately before coating at 2000 rpm for 30 s. When annealing,
temperature changes were introduced very rapidly (<5 min) relative to
the annealing times, such that the effect of the heating and cooling
periods on structural evolution can be ignored. Vacuum-annealed
and not annealed samples were imaged for both height and phase
using an NT-MDT SolverNEXT system in tapping mode under atmo-
spheric conditions at scan sizes of 5 mm × 5 mm or smaller to reason-
ably discern phase-separated domains using a silicon cantilever (force
constant, 40 N m−1; resonance frequency, 300 kHz; tip radius, <10 nm).
Film thickness was measured by scratching the film off and measuring
the height change between the substrate and film surface.

Transmission electron microscopy
Multilayer films were made by spin coating concentrated solutions
(≈35 mg/ml) of particle brushes onto PAA films (PAA was ob-
tained as a 25 wt % solution in water from Sigma-Aldrich). Particle
brush films were lifted off from the substrate by water immersion
and subsequently transferred onto copper grids for analysis. The thick-
ness of the films was approximately 110 to 140 nm as measured by a
line scratch test with AFM.
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